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QUICKDRAW® PORTABLE SUCTION UNIT

Combining the convenience of handheld suction with the performance
of powered suction. The most efficient suction pump you have ever held
in your hand. At only 1.2 kg, the SSCOR Quickdraw® is more efficient
than the most powerful traditional suction units.  It is compact and light
enough to fit in an airway bag and be readily transported to the
patient’s side on every call.

Available in both rechargeable and battery operated variations

SKU: SCR.2403-230

DISPOSABLE CURTAINS

Each EcoMed disposable curtain is treated with the 3rd Generation
Ultra-Fresh built-in antimicrobial protection.

SKU: EN.

https://midmed.com.au/product/quickdraw-portable-suction-unit/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Quickdraw%C2%AE+Portable+Suction+Unit
https://midmed.com.au/product/disposable-curtains/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Disposable+Curtains
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QUICKDRAW® PORTABLE SUCTION UNIT

Combining the convenience of handheld suction with the performance
of powered suction. The most efficient suction pump you have ever held
in your hand. At only 1.2 kg, the SSCOR Quickdraw® is more efficient
than the most powerful traditional suction units.  It is compact and light
enough to fit in an airway bag and be readily transported to the
patient’s side on every call.

Available in both rechargeable and battery operated variations

SKU: SCR.2403-230

68 SERIES BARIATRIC RECLINER

Luxe and stylish, the Ascent II recliner puts a new twist on serious
medical seating. The curved top-line of the seatback offers additional
headroom while the “wing-back” design adds style and customization
options for designers. Standard features, like swing-away arms and a
removable seat, aid in meeting infection control goals. The Ascent II is
optimal for patient rooms, oncology, infusion therapies, dialysis, pre-
and post-operation and other treatment needs.

SKU: CH.68/CH.68P/CH.660

https://midmed.com.au/product/quickdraw-portable-suction-unit/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Quickdraw%C2%AE+Portable+Suction+Unit
https://midmed.com.au/product/68-series-bariatric-recliner/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=68+Series+Bariatric+Recliner
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BARIATRIC SHUTTLE B CHAIR

The Shuttle B Series™ Advanced is the ultimate transitional item
designed for use in conjunction with rehabilitation, examination and
transportation. Whether in stretcher or chair position, this fully
electric product accommodates weight capacities up to 455kg. The
Shuttle B Series Advanced transforms with the touch of a button from
stretcher to chair position and is perfect for use with a lateral transfer
device to assist with ambulating a patient. The seat assist function is
complete with ambulation poles for the safety and confidence of the
patient and care provider.

SKU: SW.31060000

BARI-REHAB PLATFORM 2

Introducing the Bari-Rehab Platform2 – setting a new state-of-the-art
standard for bariatric care. With a 450 kg capacity and expandable
width of 100 cm to 120 cm the Bariatric Platform 2 is the ideal bed for
all levels of care for the bariatric patient.  This innovative bed design
allows patients to become actively involved in their rehabilitation plan
of care.

SKU: SW.12060307

https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-shuttle-b-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Shuttle+B+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/bari-rehab-platform-2/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bari-Rehab+Platform+2
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STEPHEN H BARIATRIC TREATMENT
CHAIR

The design, providing a high level of comfort for the patient, has been
developed to provide a customised solution for the bariatric (high
weight) patient care. The chair is able to move patients up to 300 kg. It
is a multipurpose chair designed for hospital use during assessment,
diagnosis, care and treatment. It is suitable for many different
applications and may also be used to transport the patient from one
department to another.

The backrest is produced with sufficient stability to carry out CARDIO
PULMONARY RESUSCITATION. This medical device, made with stainless
materials, represents the “ultimate” solution regarding the elimination
of rust, thus significantly reducing the likelihood of bacterial
contamination.

SKU: GB.SHA.STANDARD

BARI-REHAB PLATFORM 2

Introducing the Bari-Rehab Platform2 – setting a new state-of-the-art
standard for bariatric care. With a 450 kg capacity and expandable
width of 100 cm to 120 cm the Bariatric Platform 2 is the ideal bed for
all levels of care for the bariatric patient.  This innovative bed design
allows patients to become actively involved in their rehabilitation plan
of care.

SKU: SW.12060307

https://midmed.com.au/product/stephen-h-bariatric-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Stephen+H+Bariatric+Treatment+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/bari-rehab-platform-2/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bari-Rehab+Platform+2
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500 XLS TREATMENT CHAIR

Versatile applications: predominantly IVOM treatments but also MKG
surgery, dental surgery, ophthalmic surgery. Excellent value for money.
Removable footrest for back, seat and height adjustment including on /
off button, 3 memory positions and reset button

SKU: UFSK.15000005-2

500 XLE COMFORT TREATMENT CHAIR

Optimized price-performance ratio. Ample legroom and unobstructed
access to the patient’s head. Space-saving design for flexible use,
outstanding manoeuvrability even in the most confined of spaces. Multi-
functional manual switch with 4 memory positions and auto-run
function. Automatic switch-off in the stand-by mode with reactivation
button

SKU: UFSK.15000006-2

https://midmed.com.au/product/500-xls-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=500+XLS+Treatment+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/500-xle-comfort-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=500+XLE+Comfort+Treatment+Chair
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EMOTIO EXAMINATION COUCH
SKU: PR.4050-20

LINDA NEXT EXAMINATION TABLE

The Linda Next keeps the promise of the fundamental Tecnodent “knee
break” concept, whilst embodying the beloved features of compactness,
essential design, simplicity and comfort of use. The dedication to
continuous research and development of new technologies and
materials has brought us to the adoption of the RIM (Reaction Injection
Molding) system. The unique result is a combination of flexibility,
strength and modern look, with a maximum lifting capacity of 300 Kg.

It has intuitive use by one single joystick foot control, and top
performances even in the basic version, including backrest and leg
synchronism, with automatic extensible PU foot section; automatic
working programs, table, Trendelenburg rinse, last and zero positions;
soft start and stop and SLOW MODE feature, for precise movements.

SKU: TD.LINDA

https://midmed.com.au/product/emotio-examination-couch/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=eMotio+Examination+Couch
https://midmed.com.au/product/linda-next-examination-table/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Linda+Next+Examination+Table
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IQUEST EXAMINATION COUCH

The Promotal iQuest Examination Couch is robust, comfortable, and
easy to access. It is designed to facilitate three basic needs: equal
treatment for people with reduced mobility, efficiency in performing
medical examinations, and ergonomic use of equipment. Promotal has
designed the iQuest sofa with a sleek and airy design that will improve
your comfort and that of your patients with it’s safe, all electric
movement including height, backrest, trendelenburg / reverse
trendelenburg.

SKU: PR.3050

68 SERIES BARIATRIC RECLINER

Luxe and stylish, the Ascent II recliner puts a new twist on serious
medical seating. The curved top-line of the seatback offers additional
headroom while the “wing-back” design adds style and customization
options for designers. Standard features, like swing-away arms and a
removable seat, aid in meeting infection control goals. The Ascent II is
optimal for patient rooms, oncology, infusion therapies, dialysis, pre-
and post-operation and other treatment needs.

SKU: CH.68/CH.68P/CH.660

https://midmed.com.au/product/iquest-examination-couch/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=iQuest+Examination+Couch
https://midmed.com.au/product/68-series-bariatric-recliner/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=68+Series+Bariatric+Recliner
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59 SERIES RECLINER

The highly-functional 59 Series medical recliner is a cost-effective
alternative when patient transport is not required. It is ideal for use in
infusion therapies, patient rooms, and other treatment needs. And with
durable three-inch casters that are lower to the ground, it is easily
usable for petite patients and pediatrics.

SKU: CH.59/CH.59P-2

MARINA SOFIA AUTO RECLINER

The Sofia Automatic recliner chair combines maximum comfort and
versatility with optimal functionality that is suitable for the most
demanding caregiving environments. Sofia is more than a patient
recliner; it’s a transportation chair, a sleep recliner and a treatment
chair. The chair provides 4 position options: recline, upright, sleeping
and lifting.

The fabric of the Sofia is designed specifically to meet the strictest
requirements of the healthcare environment by creating effective
barriers against germs, abrasions and stains. It is also available in
standard and wider seat options.

SKU: DEC.SAA

https://midmed.com.au/product/59-series-recliner/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=59+Series+Recliner
https://midmed.com.au/product/marina-sofia-auto-recliner/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Marina+Sofia+Auto+Recliner
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MARINA HOME AUTOMATIC RECLINING
CHAIR
SKU: DEC.MH

MARINA HOME RECLINING CHAIR

The Marina Home Manual chair has been designed for care centers and
private homes. Marina Home has a versatile and functional design
offering an effortless manoeuvrability and a high level of comfort.

SKU: DEC.MH-2

https://midmed.com.au/product/marina-home-automatic-reclining-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Marina+Home+Automatic+Reclining+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/marina-home-reclining-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Marina+Home+Reclining+Chair
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GYNAECOLOGY STRETCHER

The Premier Series 4500GYN is Techlem’s Gynaecology Stretcher for
use in obstetrics and gynaecology. It is equipped with a two-piece
sectional, viscolastic mattress. The stretcher is versatile, and boasts
supine to full-chair positioning with pneumatic assist for ease of use. It
features a sectional, pressure sensitive foam mattress with viscolastic,
four-way stretch cover.

SKU: T.4500GYN

COMPACT STRETCHER

Techlem’s Premier Series 4500CFS is a highly adaptable, compact
stretcher designed to suit your small-space, clinical environment. It
provides many features as the 4500, including collapsing side-rails. It’s
available in narrow and short & narrow, and features a high density
foam mattress with conductive cover.

SKU: T.4500CFS

https://midmed.com.au/product/gynaecology-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Gynaecology+Stretcher
https://midmed.com.au/product/compact-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Compact+Stretcher
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EXTENDED STAY STRETCHER

The Premier Series 5000W Extended Stay stretcher is versatile,
functional, and exceptionally comfortable. Our extended stay stretcher
is equipped with an extra-wide frame, zero clearance side-rails, and
Techlem’s distinguished Viscolastic mattress technology. It also
features a pressure sensitive foam mattress with a viscolastic, four-way
stretch cover.

SKU: T.5000WSAHF

BARIATRIC STRETCHER

The Premier Series 5000BR is a safe, reliable and nimble stretcher
equipped with Techlem’s 5th wheel technology and high tensile
components. The Bariatric stretcher boasts a 750 pound weight
capacity. It also features a high density foam mattress with conductive
cover.

SKU: T.5000BRSAHF

https://midmed.com.au/product/extended-stay-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Extended+Stay+Stretcher
https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Stretcher
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TRANSPORT/GENERAL STRETCHER

The premier Techlem stretcher for Transport and General Use features
an integrated oxygen tank holder and patient storage, 5th wheel
technology for steering assist, and more than 20 customisable options
for design and functionality. The Premier Series 5000 is the preferred
stretcher in emergency and trauma centres worldwide, due to its
durability and ease of use. It also features a high density foam mattress
with conductive cover.

SKU: T.5000SAHF

500 XLS TREATMENT CHAIR

Versatile applications: predominantly IVOM treatments but also MKG
surgery, dental surgery, ophthalmic surgery. Excellent value for money.
Removable footrest for back, seat and height adjustment including on /
off button, 3 memory positions and reset button

SKU: UFSK.15000005-2

https://midmed.com.au/product/transport-general-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Transport%2FGeneral+Stretcher
https://midmed.com.au/product/500-xls-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=500+XLS+Treatment+Chair
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500 XLE COMFORT TREATMENT CHAIR

Optimized price-performance ratio. Ample legroom and unobstructed
access to the patient’s head. Space-saving design for flexible use,
outstanding manoeuvrability even in the most confined of spaces. Multi-
functional manual switch with 4 memory positions and auto-run
function. Automatic switch-off in the stand-by mode with reactivation
button

SKU: UFSK.15000006-2

BLOOD SAMPLING CHAIR

The Promotal Blood Sampling Chair is high quality, particularly ideal for
medical analysis laboratories. The reclinable backrest and foot cushion
aid patient comfort, whatever model you choose (fixed/variable height;
electric/hydraulic).  The foot cushion is available in either a manual
version (independent from the backrest) or an electrical version
(combined with the backrest). The reclinable leg-rest is also available in
manual (independent) or electric (combined with the backrest),
enabling easier recline to the emergency position. Additionally, the 80
mm thick upholstery ensures maximum comfort for your patients. Two
armrests allow examinations from the left or right, depending on your
preference.

SKU: N/A

https://midmed.com.au/product/500-xle-comfort-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=500+XLE+Comfort+Treatment+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/blood-sampling-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Blood+Sampling+Chair
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LINDA NEXT EXAMINATION TABLE

The Linda Next keeps the promise of the fundamental Tecnodent “knee
break” concept, whilst embodying the beloved features of compactness,
essential design, simplicity and comfort of use. The dedication to
continuous research and development of new technologies and
materials has brought us to the adoption of the RIM (Reaction Injection
Molding) system. The unique result is a combination of flexibility,
strength and modern look, with a maximum lifting capacity of 300 Kg.

It has intuitive use by one single joystick foot control, and top
performances even in the basic version, including backrest and leg
synchronism, with automatic extensible PU foot section; automatic
working programs, table, Trendelenburg rinse, last and zero positions;
soft start and stop and SLOW MODE feature, for precise movements.

SKU: TD.LINDA

STEPHEN H BARIATRIC TREATMENT
CHAIR

The design, providing a high level of comfort for the patient, has been
developed to provide a customised solution for the bariatric (high
weight) patient care. The chair is able to move patients up to 300 kg. It
is a multipurpose chair designed for hospital use during assessment,
diagnosis, care and treatment. It is suitable for many different
applications and may also be used to transport the patient from one
department to another.

The backrest is produced with sufficient stability to carry out CARDIO
PULMONARY RESUSCITATION. This medical device, made with stainless
materials, represents the “ultimate” solution regarding the elimination
of rust, thus significantly reducing the likelihood of bacterial
contamination.

SKU: GB.SHA.STANDARD

https://midmed.com.au/product/linda-next-examination-table/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Linda+Next+Examination+Table
https://midmed.com.au/product/stephen-h-bariatric-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Stephen+H+Bariatric+Treatment+Chair
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QUICKDRAW® PORTABLE SUCTION UNIT

Combining the convenience of handheld suction with the performance
of powered suction. The most efficient suction pump you have ever held
in your hand. At only 1.2 kg, the SSCOR Quickdraw® is more efficient
than the most powerful traditional suction units.  It is compact and light
enough to fit in an airway bag and be readily transported to the
patient’s side on every call.

Available in both rechargeable and battery operated variations

SKU: SCR.2403-230

SMARTSAFE VALUABLE STORAGE BAGS
SKU: TS.7325(0/1)

https://midmed.com.au/product/quickdraw-portable-suction-unit/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Quickdraw%C2%AE+Portable+Suction+Unit
https://midmed.com.au/product/smartsafe-valuable-storage-bags/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=SmartSafe+Valuable+Storage+Bags
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STANDARD EVACUATION SLED

When timing is critical, the Med Sled® Evacuation Sled enables a
person to evacuate another person out of a single-story building or
down a stairwell of a multi-floor building. Stairwell braking
system included on every sled. Evacuations - Made Easier.

SKU: MS.28, MS.36, MS.48

STANDARD EVACUATION SLED

When timing is critical, the Med Sled® Evacuation Sled enables a
person to evacuate another person out of a single-story building or
down a stairwell of a multi-floor building. Stairwell braking
system included on every sled. Evacuations - Made Easier.

SKU: MS.28, MS.36, MS.48

https://midmed.com.au/product/standard-evacuation-sled/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Standard+Evacuation+Sled
https://midmed.com.au/product/standard-evacuation-sled/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Standard+Evacuation+Sled
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PATIENT TRANSFER SCALE

Weigh Immobile Patients In Seconds

A revolutionary solution for weighing immobile patients without wasting
valuable minutes.
The Patient Transfer Scale is the new way to achieve an accurate
reading without compromise.

SKU: WB.PTS

SWIFI TRANSFER CHAIR

Swifi® was designed exclusively for a hospital environment: greater
rigidity and a longer life span, easy manoeuvrability and a large range
of accessories including Swing IV®, an exclusive system of rotating IV
pole.

Swifi® is a transfer chair with an ultra modern and welcoming design
that contributes to reducing patient anxiety on arrival at a hospital. The
patient’s intimacy is respected when manipulating the footrest due to
its bilateral control. The Swifi® transfer chair allows easy access for all
patients, notably reduced mobility or corpulent patients. A patient
weight capacity of 200kg, an open-sided seat, swing-back armrests and
a sliding footrest ensure both lateral and frontal access comfortably.

SKU: PR.30130-02

https://midmed.com.au/product/patient-transfer-scale/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Patient+Transfer+Scale
https://midmed.com.au/product/swifi-transfer-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Swifi+Transfer+Chair
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TWEEGY TRANSFER CHAIR

Entirely configurable and accessorizable, the Tweegy evolves and will
evolve with your needs!

The Promotal Tweegy is the simplest transfer chair ever designed.
Small, slot-in and very simple to use, Tweegy is the solution that
facilitates your transfers and eases the organisation for all. Entirely
configurable and accessorizable, the Tweegy evolves and will evolve
with your needs.

SKU: PR.50140-01

BARIATRIC SHUTTLE B CHAIR

The Shuttle B Series™ Advanced is the ultimate transitional item
designed for use in conjunction with rehabilitation, examination and
transportation. Whether in stretcher or chair position, this fully
electric product accommodates weight capacities up to 455kg. The
Shuttle B Series Advanced transforms with the touch of a button from
stretcher to chair position and is perfect for use with a lateral transfer
device to assist with ambulating a patient. The seat assist function is
complete with ambulation poles for the safety and confidence of the
patient and care provider.

SKU: SW.31060000

https://midmed.com.au/product/tweegy-transfer-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Tweegy+Transfer+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-shuttle-b-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Shuttle+B+Chair
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AURION CARTS

Aurion Medical carts are innovative, high quality and built to last. These
medical trolleys have a tough design, numerous compartments and are
safe for use in any medical field. The Aurion range includes carts for use
in emergency, anaesthetics, therapy, paediatrics, operating rooms and
more.

SKU: AU.CP.

BARI-REHAB PLATFORM 2

Introducing the Bari-Rehab Platform2 – setting a new state-of-the-art
standard for bariatric care. With a 450 kg capacity and expandable
width of 100 cm to 120 cm the Bariatric Platform 2 is the ideal bed for
all levels of care for the bariatric patient.  This innovative bed design
allows patients to become actively involved in their rehabilitation plan
of care.

SKU: SW.12060307

https://midmed.com.au/product/aurion-carts/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Aurion+Carts
https://midmed.com.au/product/bari-rehab-platform-2/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bari-Rehab+Platform+2
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PATIENT TRANSFER SCALE

Weigh Immobile Patients In Seconds

A revolutionary solution for weighing immobile patients without wasting
valuable minutes.
The Patient Transfer Scale is the new way to achieve an accurate
reading without compromise.

SKU: WB.PTS

BARI-REHAB PLATFORM 2

Introducing the Bari-Rehab Platform2 – setting a new state-of-the-art
standard for bariatric care. With a 450 kg capacity and expandable
width of 100 cm to 120 cm the Bariatric Platform 2 is the ideal bed for
all levels of care for the bariatric patient.  This innovative bed design
allows patients to become actively involved in their rehabilitation plan
of care.

SKU: SW.12060307

https://midmed.com.au/product/patient-transfer-scale/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Patient+Transfer+Scale
https://midmed.com.au/product/bari-rehab-platform-2/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bari-Rehab+Platform+2
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